Keep an eye on the __ and make sure you don't run out
If you're not sure of the way, be sure to bring a __
Get the __ changed every 3000 miles to take care of your engine
If you can read in a car, this is a good way to pass time
Keeping the __ entertained is one of the biggest challenges
Some __ are easier to play in a car than others
Near cities and towns, you can usually get a good __ station
Some families leave very early in the morning so the kids can __
Families with younger kids may sing __ for entertainment
You'll get better fuel efficiency if you check the air in your __
Pack __ and other things to drink so you don't get dehydrated
__, sodas and chocolates are good sources of caffeine
You may need to adjust the __ when changing drivers
Make sure there's no oncoming traffic before __ a slower vehicle
Portable and car-mounted DVD __ are becoming more common
Whether due to cities or construction, this can be a real headache
Check the __ report to make sure you're not driving through a storm
"Next __ 200 miles ahead"; better stop if you need a break
"Mommy, Tommy's __ me!"
Driving in the __ can be dangerous, especially at night or in winter
Snow, ice and poor road __ can make for hazardous driving
A good thing to have for daytime driving
Motoring organizations like AAA can alert you highway __ zones
__ __ is a great feature to have if you're driving long distances
Some people like to eat these while driving, but not the shells
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